Meridian Stress Assessment (MSA) with the Biomeridian Computer is cutting edge computer technology and proven medical science come together in a unique testing tool. MSA testing measures the energy at the acupuncture meridian points which directs the doctor to probable areas of imbalance in the body organs, tissues and glands. It is a non-invasive system of analyzing the body in order to determine the underlying causes of ill health. These are then corrected through safe, natural, whole food nutrition, allowing the body to repair itself in order to attain and maintain balance and more optimum health.

**BIO-REP (Bio-Reportorization) Software**

BIO-REP software is a fast, accurate, and objective profiling tool within the Biomeridian computer that assists the doctor in identifying the optimal nutritional protocol, including primary and secondary remedies for each individual patient based on the results of the MSA testing.

This revolutionary profiling software provides the doctor with objective patient data which assists in determining what major systems and organs of the body are stressed, weakened or inflamed. This information along with the patient's symptoms are combined and analyzed by the doctor to provide the optimal nutritional protocol for the patient.

**The Analysis**

The analysis is done through testing the energy levels at specific acupuncture points on the body. These acupuncture points provide information on the function of the organs, glands and tissues and the general state of health of the body at that time.

The acupuncture points are selected from the ancient Chinese system of acupuncture, which is thousands of years old. The utilization of these specific points have become extremely useful because they are so accurate. Since the acupuncture points represent specific organs, tissues, or function, MSA testing reveals the effect that energy, or the lack of energy, is having on the body. The computer measures the amount of electrical energy flowing through each point and compares and records this information to the known constant for a healthy reading. This number will indicate a weakened, balanced or inflamed state of the body. It is then placed on a graph and a report is provided. By testing the acupuncture points, we have a system of monitoring your body at each visit that has proven to be extremely accurate clinically and that helps us identify exactly what nutritional support the body needs and how well we are meeting those needs.

**Who Can Benefit From MSA Testing?**

- Anyone who has been struggling with a health issue and would like to see if specific whole food nutrition can help restore & repair their health.
- Anyone who would like to take a preventative approach to their health by uncovering hidden areas of inflammation, stress or weakness and addressing them with specific nutrition designed to balance those areas.
- Anyone currently taking vitamin supplements but would like to take only those that their body needs, improving their health while saving them money.